
FLASHLIGHTS FOR  
CONSTRUCTION WORKS



Armytek multi flashlights are lightweight and 
powerful models with a headmount that allow 
freeing hands for professional and everyday 
tasks. For more than 10 years they have been 
chosen by construction and industrial workers, 
as well as auto mechanics around the world.

Multifunctional flashlights with a thought-out 
design and a carefully selected set of acces-
sories are designed for use in various areas: 
construction, repairs, car maintenance, as well 
as active recreation, fishing and hunting.

During construction and service works, there often occurs a need 
for an additional source of light. Illuminating a darkened spot, a 
hard-to-reach space or an entire room — an Armytek multi flashlight 
is up for any task.
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BRIGHT WIDE LIGHT 
Elaborate optical system of Armytek 
flashlights provides bright output with an 
impressive throw for headlamps. The wide 
side spill allows highlighting a significant 
area around, which is especially convenient 
for performing tasks at a close distance. Soft 
stream of light without a distinct hotspot 
does not cause eye fatigue during prolonged 
operation. 

HEADMOUNT 
Headmount in the set allows for hands-free 
operation. Soft elastic bands securely fix the 
flashlight to the head, do not rub the skin 
and leave no marks. The size of the mount is 
adjustable. The flashlight is easily installed, 
removed and 180° rotatable in the mount. 
There is no need to adjust the angle of light, 
еhe beam follows the direction of the eyes.

RECORD RUNTIME  
The flashlights work for up to 6.5 months in 
minimum brightness mode and more than 
10 hours in comfortable medium brightness 
mode. Long-term use doesn't require an 
external power supply: record runtime is 
achieved on just one battery charge. Body 
without long wires, weak rubber connectors 
and unnecessary boxes is perfect for carrying 
on the head.

ADDITIONAL FIXATION OPTIONS  
With the help of a powerful built-in magnet, 
the flashlight is installed on a metal surface in 
any position in just one motion, allowing for 
maximum area illumination. Steel clip provides 
the possibility of fixation to a pocket, belt, 
backpack strap and even a rope. Together 
with an AHM series hard hat mount, the multi 
flashlights can be used for construction and 
industrial works. The Pro version models come 
with a universal ABM-01 mount, which can 
be used to securely fix the flashlight to any 
tubular construction.

WATERPROOFNESS AND DURABILITY 
The flashlight for construction should be as 
durable and reliable as possible. Armytek 
models are more than just rain- and splash-
proof. They meet the international IP68 seal-
ing standard and continue to work after an 
accidental submersion at a 10 meters depth. 
Exposure to dirt and dust does not affect the 
quality of the flashlight's operation. Body 
made from aircraft-grade aluminium or high-
strength plastics withstands any mechanical 
impacts and fallings from 10 meters. Special 
matt anti-abrasive finish without rough knurl-
ing ensures secure grip even with wet hands.

MAGNETIC OR MICRO USB CHARGER 
Thanks to the innovative technology, the 
magnetic charger of the Wizard flashlights 
is compatible not only with branded 
batteries, but also with batteries from other 
manufacturers. Batteries and drivers of the 
rechargeable flashlights are protected from 
accidental damage and the sealed body is 
dust- and liquid-proof. Magnetic or Micro USB 
connector remains impenetrable to water 
even without rubber cover. Magnetic charger 
or Micro USB cable (depending on the model 
except Crystal) is included in the set.

Multifunctional flashlights with wide light
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WIZARD

Perfect solution for those in search of a 
powerful multifunctional flashlight for pro-
fessional and daily use. Wizard models are 
distinguished by incredible brightness and 
wide side spill. Charged from any USB power 
source using a magnetic USB cable. Comfort-
able headmount, clip to attach to clothes or 

Legendary  
headlamp  
multi flashlights

backpack and universal ABM-01 mount (Pro 
versions except Wizard C1 Pro) are in the set. 
Powerful magnet in the tailcap for installation 
on any metal surface. Wizard flashlights are 
also compatible with AHM series hard hat 
mounts for construction works.
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WIZARD C2 PRO MAX 4000 lm, 114 m

Multi flashlight with astonishing brightness 
up to 4000 lumens and wide beam angles 
110°:150°. Larger capacity 21700 Li-Ion bat-
tery and 18650 battery adapter in the set.

WIZARD C2 PRO 2500 lm, 131 m

Updated version of the legendary Wizard Pro 
multi flashlight. Powerful professional model 
with maximum beam distance in the multi 
flashlight lineup.

WIZARD C2  1200 lm, 108 m

Bright multi flashlight with wide beam angle 
and simple intuitive operation. Optimal 
brightness and beam distance for day-to-day 
tasks. An upgrade to Wizard — the first multi 
flashlight in Armytek history.

WIZARD C1 PRO 1000 lm, 100 m

Compact and lightweight model for even more 
comfortable carry in a pocket, hole for keyring 
or lanyard in the tailcap. Pro version features 
and compact size — best choice for everyone 
for whom the flashlight's dimensions are of 
decisive importance.

WIZARD C2 PRO NICHIA 1600 lm, 113 m

Updated version with high CRI >90 and 
4500K color temperature LED. Close to 
sunlight flashlight lighting with accurate color 
reproduction. Suitable for polishing or working 
with paint.

WIZARD C2 WR 1100/230 lm, 98/41 m

Model with impressive beam of red light up to 
230 lumens and white light up to 1100 lumens 
for hunting, fishing and camping. Red light 
is suitable for preserving night vision when 
interchanging between turning the light on 
and off.

WIZARD C2 WUV 1100 lm/1.6 W, 98 m

Multi flashlight with powerful beam of UV 
light up to 1.6 W and white light up to 1100 lm. 
Ultraviolet light is for revealing house stains, 
detecting leaks, spotting fluorescent marks.

WHITE
+ RED 

MAGNETIC  
USB CHARGER 
Robust and water 
resistant magnetic 
connector

WHITE 
+ UV

SPECIFICATIONS

Light output Throw Runtime LED Battery Charger

Wizard C2 Pro Max 4000 lm 114 m 2 months XHP70.2 21700 Magnet USB

Wizard C2 Pro 2500 lm 131 m 6.5 months XHP50.2 18650 Magnet USB

Wizard C2 Pro Nichia 1600 lm 113 m 6.5 months NV4L144 18650 Magnet USB

Wizard C2 1200 lm 108 m 6.5 months LH351D 18650 Magnet USB

Wizard C2 WR 1100/230 lm 98/41 m 2 months 2*XD16/2*XQE 18650 Magnet USB

Wizard C2 WUV 1100 lm/1.6 W 98 m 2 months 2*XD16/2*PQ2N-3FLE-AFC 18650 Magnet USB

Wizard C1 Pro 1000 lm 100 m 2 months LH351D 18350 Magnet USB

 X The models (except Wizard C2 Pro Nichia and Wizard C2 WUV) are available with White and Warm LED. Light output for flashlights with Warm light is about 7% less, beam distance is about 3% less. All 
the above specifications are test results based on ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard. The tests are performed using the battery included in the set. The data may vary due to environment, heat dissipation 
and other factors.
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ELF

Multi flashlights  
with lamp mode and 
Micro USB charger

Multi flashlights with wide beam angle that 
are charged with any Micro USB cable (cable 
included). Due to lamp mode the flashlight 
can work without batteries directly from a 
Powerbank or any USB power supply. Several 
fixation options are ensured by the built-in 

magnet in the tailcap, as well as a headmount 
and a clip in the set. The standard for Armytek 
multi flashlights body allows using the Elf 
models together with the AHM series hard 
hat mounts for industrial works or with the 
universal mount ABM-01.
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ELF C1 1000 lm, 103 m

Compact and lightweight Micro USB 
rechargeable multi flashlight with simple 
operation. Incredible for the given size 
brightness, throw and runtime. Hole for 
keyring or lanyard in the tailcap.

ELF C2 1100 lm, 105 m

Combination of comfortable brightness, 
simple operation and record runtime up to 
6.5 months for convenient everyday use both 
indoors and outdoors.

MICRO USB  
CHARGER
Water resistant  
Micro USB socket even 
without rubber cover

SPECIFICATIONS

Light output Throw Runtime LED Battery Charger

Elf C2 1100 lm 105 m 6.5 months LH351D 18650 Micro USB

Elf C1 1000 lm 103 m 2 months LH351D 18350 Micro USB

 X The models are available with White and Warm LED. Light output for flashlights with Warm light is about 7% less, beam distance is about 3% less. All the above specifications are test results based on 
ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard. The tests are performed using the battery included in the set. The data may vary due to environment, heat dissipation and other factors.
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CRYSTAL

Сompact  
multi flashlights

Incredibly bright for the given size multi flash-
lights with convenient one-button operation, 
built-in battery and Micro USB socket for 
charging. Fully luminous body provides a wide 
beam, optimal for performing tasks at close 

distances. 5 shell colors to choose from allow 
the owner to emphasize their individuality. The 
flashlights are equipped with a reliable ring 
for keys, a steel clip and a headband.

5
YEARS 

WARRANTY
NO
 

HASSLE
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CRYSTAL 150/30 lm, 12/5 m

Multifunctional flashlight with white and red 
LEDs, additional mounts for use as headlamp 
or every day carry light.

WHITE
+ RED MICRO USB CHARGER 

Water resistant  
Micro USB socket even 
without rubber cover

SPECIFICATIONS

Light output Throw Runtime LED Battery Charger

Crystal 150/30 lm 12/5 m 50/30 days LH351B/Red Li-Pol Micro USB

 X All the above specifications are test results based on ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard. The tests are performed using the battery included in the set. The data may vary due to environment, heat 
dissipation and other factors.
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BENEFITS OF WORKING  
WITH ARMYTEK
Armytek is a world famous manufacturer of high-tech flashlights, chargers and accessories.  
All Armytek products perfectly meet the buyer's requirements. We focus on quality and reliability:  
smart lineup allows us to thoroughly think through every detail before launching mass production.

Built to 
exceed

 HIGH PROFIT
Favorable conditions and flexible prices for 
bulk orders are ensured by own factories in 
China.

 FAST SHIPPING
Warehouses around the world: the goods 
are always in stock and ready for shipment. 
Reduced costs and time of delivery, no addi-
tional custom fees required. Lower costs on 
shippings directly from the factories.

 EXCEPTIONAL RELIABILITY
Minimum returns rate — less than 1% (com-
petitors’ rate is 5-7%). All products go through 
quality checking on test stands.

 LEGENDARY SERVICE
Full support and cooperation: from placing an 
order to warranty service. Professional issue 
management, fast repairs and exchange.

 NO HASSLE WARRANTY
Up to 10 years unprecedented warranty.

 OWN FACTORIES
Every step of the process is controlled by our 
European specialists at the factories.

 DEVELOPMENT
Head office in Europe. Team of highly qualified 
specialists from defence, aviation, space and 
other specialized industries.

 EXPERIENCE
Expert in the fields of mechanics, optics and 
electronics. We specialize in development 
and manufacturing of flashlights and battery 
chargers since 2009.

 COMPONENTS
Powerful Cree, Nichia and Samsung LEDs, 
electronics by the USA and Japan, air-
craft-grade aluminium, tempered glass, etc.

 SMART LINEUP
Simple process of choosing a product, no 
bulky catalogs with a lot of similar variants. 
Only best models for client’s needs.

 NEW PRODUCTS
Armytek produces innovative and the most 
technically advanced products in the world.

 PRIVATE LABEL, OEM/ODM
Creating new products, modifying our produc-
tion models and personalizing them according 
to your needs.

 MARKETING SUPPORT
We provide all the necessary promotional 
materials: leaflets, booklets, catalogs, etc.

 CLIENTS’ NEEDS RESEARCH
We systematically gather feedback to make 
sure that our products completely fit clients’ 
needs and requirements.

Armytek 
Wholesale Department

world@armytek.com 
www.armytek.com

Global number: +1 (289) 379-9933 
Germany: +49 (30) 2240-93-08 

Finland: +358 (50) 339-8075 
Poland: +48 (85) 876-0879 


